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Foreign direct investment into physics-based companies

Summary of companies working in physics-intensive industries
There are currently 3,837 highgrowth UK companies working in
physics intensive sectors. This cohort
has been defined by the Institute
of Physics, alongside Beauhurst, by
developing a classification model
that recognises SIC codes and
sectors as having a high, medium
or low physics intensity. This
definition includes, but is not limited
to, businesses working in energy
generation, manufacturing, and
quantum. Throughout this report,
companies working in physics
intensive sectors are also referred to
as being ‘physics-based’.
Across the UK, there are 39.7k
active high-growth companies, with
those working in physics intensive
industries representing 9.66% of
this total. Against this backdrop,
companies working in physics
intensive sectors have gained access
to a disproportionately high amount
of equity investment, securing 18.8%
of deals between 2012 and 2021.
Businesses in this field have been
similarly productive in receiving
foreign direct investment (FDI),
representing 15.5% of all deals.
Overall, the combined value of equity
investment secured by physicsbased companies between 2012 and
2021 is £17.7b, of which £6.04b was
foreign direct investment.

3,837
active high-growth UK companies in the physics industry
(March 2022)

£17.7b

£6.04b

equity investment secured by physicsbased companies (2012-2021)

foreign direct investment secured by
physics-based companies (2012-2021)

360

134k

physics-based companies recieving
equity investment (2012-2021)

total headcount for active high-growth
physics-based companies (March 2022)
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Foreign direct investment into companies working in physics-intensive industries
Proportion of equity funding secured by physics-based companies
derived from domestic and foreign direct investment (2012-2021)
Domestic investment
Foreign direct investment

£1.58b
43.6%

£3.20b
91.0%

Annual foreign direct investment into physics-based companies
(2012-2021)
Total deal value
Total number of deals

104

£1.32b
50.3%

60
50

£819m
£671m 77.3%
66.9%

40
30

£553m
£322m 75.9%
51.8%

£300m £176m £332m £240m £315m £421m £438m £1.31b £468m £2.04b
48.2% 24.1% 33.1% 22.7% 9.00% 29.5% 28.4% 49.7% 29.3% 56.4%
2012

2013

2014

2015

64

64

£1.13b
70.7%

£1.10b
£1.00b 71.6%
70.5%

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

36

34

38

£300m £176m £332m £240m £315m
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

£421m £438m
2017

2018

£1.31b
2019

£468m £2.04b
2020

2021
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Top sectors for companies working in physics-intensive industries
The sector ranking for companies
working in physics intensive industries
combines Companies House SIC
codes and Beauhurst sectors and
buzzwords to provide a comprehensive
overview of the most populated
industries that these companies are
working in.
Topping the list is the SIC code other
business support service activities
(1,565). Amongst this relatively broad
field includes companies such as
CTEC Energy, which develops heat
exchange systems that can generate
electricity by converting wasted
energy from engines or exhausts.
Since launching in 2010, the Sussexbased company has received £2.21m
of equity investment across 9
fundraising rounds.
Following this SIC code in the ranking
is the Beauhurst sector software-asa-service, which hosts 295 physicsbased companies. One of these
businesses is AlgoDynamix, which
offers a risk assessment engine that
is capable of analysing the impact
of disruptive events on investment
portfolios. The next most populous
field is the Beauhurst sector internet
platform (284), which includes
businesses such as supply chain
management software provider Dorae.

Ranking of sectors by number of physics-based companies (March 2022)
Other business support service activities (SIC code)

1,565

Software-as-a-service (sector)

295

Internet platform (sector)

284

Mobile apps (sector)

273

Other manufacturing (SIC code)

241

Analytics, insight, tools (sector)

241

Specialised design activities (SIC code)

192

Clean energy generation (sector)

169

E-commerce (sector)

150

Manufacture of medical and dental instruments (SIC code)

138

Business banking and ﬁnancial services (sector)

138

Security services (physical and virtual) (sector)

126

Medical devices (sector)

123

Waste management services (sector)

120

Marketing services (sector)

120

3,837
active UK physics-based
companies tracked by
Beauhurst (March 2022)
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Foreign direct investment and research & development
Lots of physics-based companies receive
foreign direct investment (FDI) which may
finance all or part of their research and
development spending. Physics-based
companies place innovation at the core
of their mission, relying on investment
in research and development to boost
scientific discovery and technology, and
build new products and services.
These processes are costly, carry high
risk, and tend to take longer to produce
results in comparison with other industries
and technologies, causing them to be less
attractive to traditional investors who need
to make financial returns. Public support is
therefore crucial for generating innovation
at physics-based companies in physics
intensive industries, with bodies such as
UKRI and Innovate UK playing a key role in
this space when they award grant funding.
Similarly, UK universities also contribute to
the field by generating research findings
and developing highly skilled individuals.
FDI is also a key funding type for companies
working in physics intensive sectors,

providing a broader range of benefits to
these industries. This is not limited to
boosting R&D, with FDI also supporting job
creation, increasing working capital, and
other projects with high capital costs.
Moreover, FDI also provides UK companies
with international links, creating more
opportunities to access new markets.
Similarly to R&D funding, investment
from foreign sources also brings unique
challenges. Following the UK’s departure
from the European Union, investors
based on the continent will find it more
complicated to support physics-based
companies in the UK.
Nonetheless, in 2021, the value of deals
involving foreign investors comprised
54.6% of all equity funding secured by
physics-based companies. In 2019, physicsbased companies received a total £2.63b
in equity funding, of which £1.31b was from
deals involving foreign investors. In 2019,
physics-intensive industries contributed
£8.9b of UK R&D expenditure (34.2% of the
total spend in the UK).

Key figures:

33.1%

average proportion of equity derived from
foreign direct investment (2012-2021)

47.4%

of all equity deals aimed to support R&D
(2021)

54.6%

of all equity funding secured by physicsbased companies involved a foreign
investor (2021)

34.2%

of the UK’s total R&D spend benefited
physics-intensive industries (2019)
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Distribution of FDI into companies working in physics-intensive industries
Proportion of equity funding secured by physics-based companies in each UK nation and region from foreign direct investment (2021)

Foreign direct investment

Domestic investment

Northern
Scotland Ireland

East
East of
Midlands England

London

North
East

North
West

Northern
Ireland Scotland

South
East

South
West

Wales

Yorkshire
West
and the
Midlands Humber

England

Wales

41.0%
£1.35b

71.6%
£29.2m

71.3%
£189m

61.9%
£8.57m

15.1%
£9.78m

22.0%
£157m

39.8%
£648m

92.0%
£44.5m

85.0%
£101m

61.9%
£8.57m

71.3%
£189m

78.2%
£298m

62.9%
£47.7m

71.6%
£29.2m

9.65%
£20.8m

46.9%
£27.3m

59.0%
£1.95b

28.4%
£11.6m

28.8%
£76.5m

38.1%
£5.23m

84.9%
£55.0m

78.0%
£556m

60.2%
£982m

8.00%
£3.86m

15.0%
£17.8m

38.1%
£5.27m

28.8%
£76.5m

21.8%
£82.8m

37.1%
£28.2m

28.4%
£11.6m

90.4%
£195m

53.2%
£31.0m
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Source
geographies

The United States ranks highest as the country hosting the largest
number of foreign investors into UK companies in physics intensive
sectors. The US participated in 360 deals between 2012 and 2021, with
101 of these taking place in 2021 alone. Second place on the ranking
is taken by Germany, which participated in 77 deals between 2012
and 2021. Thirdly, investors from France were involved in 50 deals

into UK physics-based companies over the decade, and 2021 saw a
fifth of these. Overall, 2021 was signficant for foreign investment into
companies operating in industries around physics, demonstrated by the
year representing a major proportion of deals for the overall decade.
Other source geographies with a large presence in deals between 2012
and 2021 include Switzerland (37), Japan (34) and Ireland (31).

Ranking of source geographies by number of deal participations with
physics-based companies (2012-2021)

Ranking of source geographies by number of deal participations with
physics-based companies (2021 only)

United States

360

United States

101

Germany

77

Germany

15

France

50

France

10

Switzerland

37

Switzerland

7

Japan

34

Japan

7

Ireland

31

Norway

5

China

29

Austria

5

Netherlands

28

South Korea

4

Norway

19

Spain

3

Hong Kong

17

Singapore

3

Sweden

16

Ireland

3

Italy

15

Hong Kong

3

Singapore

14

Guernsey

3

Canada

14

Australia

3
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Top foreign investors into companies working in physics-intensive industries
Within the top ten highest value
foreign investors into UK companies
operating in physics intensive
sectors, the United States has a
strong presence, hosting six. This
includes the most prolific foreign
investment fund, GE Healthcare,
which has participated in two deals
worth £627m. The firm gained this
position through its participation in
two deals including CMR Surgical.
Softbank Vision Fund, located
in Japan, follows as the second
highest value foreign investor into
companies working in physics
intensive sectors, having also
invested in one deal with CMR
Surgical (£432m), and another with
ContractPodAI (£85.6m). They are
followed by Tencent, which also
participated in the CMR Surgical
fundraising round, and also invested
into Sensewhere—a business
developing indoor positioning
technology that can track mobile
phones where GPS and Wi-Fi signal
is inaccessible.

Ranking of top foreign investors into physics-based companies
(March 2022)

GE Healthcare (United States)

£627m

Softbank Vision Fund (Japan)

£517m

Tencent (China)

£438m

PFM Health Sciences (United States)

£432m

Ally Bridge Group (United States)

£432m

Battery Ventures (United States)

£404m

Accel (United States)

£389m

Sands Capital (United States)

£357m

Temasek (Singapore)

£332m

LGT Capital Partners (Switzerland)

£305m

Watrium AS (Norway)

£290m

Escala Capital (Spain)

£290m

Oak Investment Partners (United States)

£289m

BlackRock (United States)

£275m

£6.04b
foreign direct investment into
physics-based companies
(2012-2021)
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Transaction case studies (2021)

Causeway Sensors

Zenobe

CMR Surgical

Belfast-based Causeway Sensors develops
nanotechnology that provides kinetic analysis
during biotherapeutic productions to improve
candidate selection for drug discovery. Spun
out from the University of Belfast in 2013,
the company has secured £3.29m of equity
investment, with several deals featuring the
Irish investment firm Kernel Capital.

Since launching in 2016, Zenobe has secured
£348m of equity investment across eight
fundraising rounds. The business, which
operates a range of battery storage facilities
and charging points for electric vehicles, was
established with the aim of facilitating the
energy transition process.

CMR Surgical, based in Cambridge, develops
robotics that can be used in surgical
procedures. Launched in 2014, the company
works with surgeons and hospital partners
to make robotic minimal access surgery
universally accessible and affordable.

The first deal featuring the investor took place
in June 2016 and valued the business at £909k.
Since then, the company has raised funds on
two more occasions, both featuring Kernel
Capital. The most recent funding round was
hosted in March 2022, with Causeway Sensors
securing £1.55m of equity investment and
attracting a valuation of £5.63m.

The company, headquartered in London, first
attracted FDI during its second fundraising
round, with Japanese firms Jera and TEPCO
participating in the deal. Since this deal,
the business has secured equity investment
from three more foreign investors including
MUFG Innovation Partners, Siemens Financial
Services, and Societe Generale.

The company has received £743m of equity
investment, with FDI first taking place in
2016, during a fundraising round valuing
the company at £4.14m. The business most
recently received £432m of equity investment
in June 2021, in a fundraising event that valued
CMR Surgical at £1.49b.
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Top locations for foreign direct investment
Top UK regions and local authorities by volume of foreign direct investment into physics-based companies (2012-2021)
Volume of FDI into physics-based
companies
0

£500m

Camden
£277m

Top ten local authorities by
volume of FDI into
physics-based companies

Islington
£333m

Westminster
£858m

Hackney
£300m

6
Edinburgh
£241m

10

Stratford-upon-Avon
£249m

South Cambridgeshire
£1.10b

3

2
9

5

4

Lambeth
£122m
7

City of London
£856m

1

8

Bristol
£241m
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Top SIC codes for
foreign direct
investment

The top SIC code by the value of FDI secured are other business
support service activities, having received £3.18b. This is unsurprising,
given that this sector has the largest population of companies
working in physics. There is a strong representation of the broader
manufacturing, electrical and medical sectors in this ranking, with FDI
playing a key role in their funding. When analysing the SIC codes with

Ranking of top physics-based SIC codes by volume of foreign direct
investment (2012-2021)
Other business support service activities n.e.c.

£3.18b

Manufacture of medical and dental instruments and supplies

£1.04b

Distribution of electricity

£200m

Engineering design activities for industrial process and production

£163m

Private security activities

£160m

Manufacture of electricity distribution and control apparatus

£107m

the highest proportionation of their investment coming from foreign
sources, there are two which are entirely dominated by international
investment: publishing of computer games and construction of utility
projects for fluids. Other industries with a large presence of foreign
investment are steam and air conditioning supply (97.1%), space
transport (95.2%) and private security activities (87.5%).

Ranking of top physics-based SIC codes by share of funding from
foreign investors (2012-2021)
Foreign direct investment
Publishing of computer games

£107m

Other manufacturing n.e.c.

£106m

100%

Construction of utility
projects for ﬂuids
Steam and air conditioning
supply

100%
97.1%

Space transport
Private security activities

Manufacture of electronic components

Domestic investment

Manufacture of jewellery
and related articles
Installation of industrial
machinery and equipment
Manufacture of homogenized
food preparations/dietetic food
Manufacture of
pharmaceutical preparations

95.2%
87.5%

2.91%
4.8%
12.5%

80.2%

19.8%

79.8%

20.2%

79.6%

20.4%

78.1%

21.9%

75.5%

24.5%

Other specialised construction activities n.e.c.

£83m

Construction of utility projects for electricity and telecommunications

£76m

Engineering related scientiﬁc and technical consulting activities

£68m

Manufacture of medical and
dental instruments/supplies

72.0%

28.0%

Medical nursing home activities

£67m

Activities of head ofﬁces

71.8%

28.3%

Manufacture of other special-purpose machinery n.e.c.

£60m

Artistic creation

68.8%

31.3%

Manufacture of air and spacecraft and related machinery

£57m

Wholesale of other machinery
and equipment

67.1%

32.9%

Distribution of electricity
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Foreign direct investment: challenges
Investment into all UK companies, and
those working in physics intensive sectors,
has come from three main sources: grant
funding (primarily from public sources), FDI,
and domestic investments.During the ten
year period between 2012 and 2021, there
has been a general trend of growth in each
of these funding categories, caused by an
increasingly large investment market.
Nevertheless, there are key observations
that should be considered when hoping
to understand the challenges faced by all
companies, and specifically those working
in physics intensive sectors. These can
be understood fully in the context of two
turbulent economic periods: the UK’s
departure from the European Union, and the
COVID-19 pandemic.
For all UK companies, in the period between
2017 and 2018, the value of FDI declined
by 21.3%, while overall investment from all
sources increased by 7.6%. The discrepancy
between these figures was most likely a
result of the process for the UK’s departure
from the European Union beginning to take
hold, causing foreign investors to search
elsewhere for prospective deals.
Companies working in physics intensive
sectors did not experience this degree

of turbulence, with the value of FDI into
these companies increasing at broadly the
same rate as all investments. This data
showcases the resilience of companies
working in physics intensive industries
compared with all businesses, when faced
with international political turmoil.
During the pandemic, many business
industries faced challenges and saw
declines in FDI in 2020. For companies in
physics intensive sectors, although 2020
saw a lower combined volume of funding
than the previous year, 2019 was actually
a particularly unusual high in the value
of investment deals. Similarly, 2021 saw
another huge leap in funding. Although
2020 appears a low year, it remains
reasonably consistent with numbers from
2017 and 2018.
Nevertheless, findings from the CBI
Innovation Survey demonstrate there was a
negative impact from COVID-19 on a portion
of companies in the physics industry, likely
due to disrupted equipment and supplies,
limited acess to laboratory space, and
reduced contact to key staff among other
factors. The ability of the industry to still
have a funding leap in 2021 in spite of this
impact demonstrates the strength and
importance of the physics sector.

Key figures:

21.3%

decline in the value of FDI invested into
all companies between 2017 and 2018

4.04%

decline in the value of FDI invested into
companies working in physics intensive
sectors between 2017 and 2018

£468m

value of FDI deals in 2020 compared to
£438m in 2018

£1.31b

value of FDI in 2019—a unusual leap

£2.04b

value of FDI in 2021—a unusual leap
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Company size and foreign direct investment
Fundraisings secured by
businesses working in physics
intensive industries via FDI are
less likely to take place when
these businesses are at their
seedstage. Whereas 49.8% of
all deals with physics-based
companies took place at this
stage, only 25.5% of FDI was
directed towards seed-stage
businesses. FDI has also been less
concentrated on this cohort of
companies while they are in their
established phase (6.11%) than all
equity deals (7.4%)
There was, instead, a large
proportion of FDI into companies
at their venture and growth
stages of evolution. Fundraising
rounds from all sources
benefitted these companies at
their venture stage in 33% of
deals, while 9.9% deals took place
in the growth stage. FDI at these
stages was higher, with 42.2% of
deals secured by venture stage
companies, and 26.2% at the
growth stage.

Stage of evolution when recieving foreign direct investment (2012-2021)

Seed

Venture

Growth

Established
213

42.2%

1,471

888
26.2%

25.5%

6.11%

914

Headcount when recieving foreign direct investment (2012-2021)

1,203

315

309
162

1-20

20-40

40-60

115
60-80

84
80-100

100+
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Investment volumes
Breakdown of investment sources into all UK companies (2012-2021)

Foreign direct investment

Domestic investment

Breakdown of investment sources into all physics-based companies
(2012-2021)

Grant funding
£885m

£118m

£117m

£8.81b
£1.58b
£134m

£1.34b
£1.45b

£1.06b

£1.73b
£7.43b
£7.71b

£1.25b
£6.56b

£79.2m

£531m
£2.34b

£736m

£8.26b

£41.9m

£3.61b

£9.30b
£6.19b

£2.71b

£919m

£804m

2012

2013

£1.50b

£1.75b

£2.15b

2014

2015

2016

£90.8m
£1.01b

£53.1m

£7.63b
£4.56b

£29.0m

£7.69b

£322m

£671m

2018

2019

2020

2021

2012

£1.13b

£1.10b

£818m

£2.04b

£1.30b

£553m

£4.87b
£300m

2017

£157m

£54.3m

£17.9b

£1.17b
£881m

£1.32b

£3.20b

£176m

2013

£332m

2014

£240m

£315m

2015

2016

£421m

£438m

2017

2018

£468m

2019

2020

2021
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Top sectors for foreign direct investment
Many of the top industries for
the proportion of FDI received
were emerging sectors that
have received increased investor
attention during recent few years.
Challenger banks, for example,
topped the list with 31.3% of
equity investments stemming
from foreign sources. Companies
working in this field appeared in
the years following the global
financial crisis, quickly gaining
widespread attention from both
investors and consumers.
Other sectors with proportionately
large volumes of FDI include
crypto-currencies (25.6%)
and blockchain (19.4%). Both
industries have recently gained
popularity due to the appeal of
their decentralised models, and
the innovation and opportunity
that can arise as a result of this.
More traditional sectors also
emerge in the ranking, with coal
(20%), pharmaceuticals (16.3%),
painters and decorators (15.4%),
and steel (15%) receiving large
proportions of FDI.

Ranking of top Beauhurst sectors and emerging sectors by proportion of foreign direct investment
recieved (2012-2021)

Foreign direct investment

Domestic investment

Challenger Bank

31.3%

Open source

30.0%

Crypto-currencies
RegTech
Coal
Blockchain

25.6%
22.7%

68.7%
70.0%
74.4%
77.4%

20.0%

80.0%

19.4%

80.6%

Quantum

17.2%

82.8%

Precision medicine

16.8%

83.2%

Pharmaceuticals

16.3%

83.8%

Augmented reality

15.7%

84.3%

Painters/decorators

15.4%

84.6%

Middleware

15.2%

84.8%

Big data

15.1%

84.9%

Steel

15.0%

85.0%
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Subsidiaries of foreign companies working in physics-intensive industries
There are 227 UK companies working
in physics intensive sectors that are
subsidiaries of foreign companies,
representing 5.92% of all highgrowth physics intensive companies.
Foreign-owned subsidiaries are those
which are 50% owned or controlled
by a non-UK corporate entity. Despite
the small number of these companies,
they have secured a disproportionate
amount of investment—receiving
22.5% of equity deals benefitting
physics-based businesses.
These companies are, therefore,
important assets for the UK economy.
Foreign owned subsidiaries are
companies that have either been
launched in the UK, and subsequently
acquired by a foreign business, or
strategically incorporated to take
advantage of the nation’s employment
and investment opportunities.
Companies working in physics
intensive sectors that fall into this
category have benefitted from the
increasingly large amount of liquidity
that has become available across
private equity and venture capital
in recent years, and the investor
eagerness that accompanied this.

227
foreign owned physics-based companies in the UK (March
2022)

£3.99b

£68.7m

equity investment secured by foreign
owned physics-based companies
(2012-2021)

grant funding awarded to foreign owned
physics-based companies (2012-2021)

£25.1m

14.7k

average turnover for foreign owned
physics-based companies (March 2022)

total headcount for foreign owned
physics-based companies (March 2022)
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Conclusion
Physics-based startups and
scaleups represent 10% of the UK’s
high-growth business population
but they receive a greater share
of the UK’s equity investment
(18.8%) and a greater share of the
investment that comes from abroad
(FDI) (15.5%). Of the investment
received by physics-based
companies, an increasing amount
has come from abroad, reaching
record levels in both proportional
and absolute terms in 2021.
Within the UK, the cohort of
physics-based startups and
scaleups in the Midlands secured
the greatest proportion of foreign
direct investment in 2021. This
make speak to the international
reputation of the Midlands as
a destination for foreign direct
investment / as a centre of industry
and research commercialisation.
Outside of London, the top
destination local authority areas
for foreign direct investment were
South Cambridgeshire, Stratford
upon Avon, Bristol and Edinburgh.

Of the investment
received by physics-based
companies, an increasing
amount has come from
abroad, reaching record
levels in both proportional
and absolute terms in 2021.

The United States is far and
away the most frequent source
geography for foreign direct
investment. Germany, France ,
Switzerland and Japan complete
the top five ranking of top source
geographies, both in 2021 and
across the ten years from 2012 to
2021. These top source geographies
are mirrored in the headquarters
of the top individual investor
businesses into physics-based
companies: six of the top ten are
headquartered in the US.
Within physics-based startups and
scaleups the top recipient sectors
for foreign direct investment are

varied. The top three subsectors
by the share of investment that
came from foreign sources are
publishing of computer games;
construction of utility projects
for fluids; and steam and air
conditioning supply. Manufacture of
medical and dental instruments and
supplies; distribution of electricity;
engineering design activities for
industrial process and production;
and private security activities all
rank highly in terms of the absolute
amount of foreign direct investment
received in the ten years from 2012
to 2021. Outside of specifically
physics intensive sectors, the
top sectors by share of foreign
direct investment are challenger
banks; open source technologies;
crypto-currencies; RegTech
(regulation technology) and coal
(typically companies working on
technological innovations for use in
the coal industry).
Physics-based startups and
scaleups are an important attractor
of foreign direct investment into the
UK. Based on current trends, the

amount of foreign direct investment
into these companies looks set
to increase and quite possibly
the proportion of investment that
comes from foreign sources.
Foreign direct investment supports
a variety of sectors (from the
cutting edge to more traditional
sectors) which also looks set to
continue as a trend.

Physics-based startups and
scaleups are an important
attractor of foreign direct
investment into the UK.
Based on current trends,
the amount of foreign
direct investment into
these companies looks
set to increase and quite
possibly the proportion
of investment that comes
from foreign sources.
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Methodology

Beauhurst identifies ambitious businesses using eight triggers (outlined
below) that we believe suggests a company has high-growth potential.
More detail on Beauhurst’s tracking triggers is available via our website.
Equity investment
To be included in our analysis, any investment must be:
•
Some form of equity investment
•
Secured by a non-listed UK company
•
Issued between 1 January 2011 and 31 December 2021
Announced and unannounced fundraisings
An unannounced fundraising is an investment made into a private
company that is completed without press coverage or a statement
from the recipient company or funds that made the investment. These
transactions are an integral part of the UK’s high-growth economy,
accounting for around 70% of all equity transactions.
Tracking triggers

Equity investment

Academic spinouts

Scaleups

High-growth lists

Accelerator attendances

Major grant recipients

MBOs/MBIs

Venture debt

Physics-based
Throughout the report, companies
working within high physics-intensivity
industries are referred to as ‘physicsbased companies’. The list of SIC Codes
that corresponds to high physicsintensivity industries was developed
by IoP. Beauhurst has identified all
companies in these sectors, and has
augmented the list with companies in
Beauhurst’s Quantum buzzword.
Equity investment
Equity investment is understood as the
issuance and sale of new shares by a
company to fund its growth. The full
value of equity deals is counted at the
point it is disclosed. The investment
itself may be spent over a period of
years.
Academic spinouts
We define an academic spinout as a
company that was set up to exploit
intellectual property developed by
a recognised UK university (This
is broadly in line with the Higher
Education Statistics Agency’s (HESA)
definition of a spin-off.

Scaleups
When a company experiences an
average growth rate of 10% or 20%
in turnover or headcount over three
accounting years, it qualifies as either a
10% or 20% scaleup.
High-growth lists
Companies featured on eligible highgrowth lists are tracked by Beauhurst.
Accelerator attendances
Companies featured in selected
accelerator programmes are tracked.
Major grant recipients
A company that has met our innovation
grant trigger is one that has formally
accepted a large grant offer for a
specific innovation project.
MBOs/MBIs
We define an MBO/MBI as a transaction
in which an incumbent or incoming
management takes a majority stake in a
company.
Venture debt
Venture debt comprises mezzanine
debt, convertible debt and debt
provided by angel networks or venture
capital firms.
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About the contributors

Contact

Contact

4th Floor, Brixton House
2 Somerleyton Road
London
SW9 8ND

37 Caledonian Road
London
N1 9BU

www.beauhurst.com
+44 (0)20 7062 0060
consultancy@beauhurst.com

www.iop.org
+44 (0)20 7470 4800
londonreception@iop.org

Beauhurst is a searchable database of the UK’s high-growth companies.

The Institute of Physics is the professional body and learned society
for physics in the UK and Ireland, inspiring people to develop their
knowledge, understanding and enjoyment of physics.

Our platform is trusted by thousands of business professionals to help
them find, research and monitor the most ambitious businesses in the
UK. We collect data on every company that meets our unique criteria
of high-growth; from equity-backed startups to accelerator attendees,
academic spinouts and fast-growing scaleups.
Our data is also used by journalists and researchers who seek to
understand the high-growth economy, and powering studies by major
organisations—including the British Business Bank, HM Treasury and
Innovate UK—to help them develop effective policy.
For more information and a free demonstration, visit beauhurst.com

We work with a range of partners to support and develop the
teaching of physics in schools; we encourage innovation, growth
and productivity in business including addressing significant skills
shortages; and we provide evidence-based advice and support to
governments across the UK and in Ireland.
We are a world-leading science publisher and we are proud to be a
trusted and valued voice for the physics community.
To learn more about IOP, visit iop.org
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